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Haredi Teacher Indicted For Serial Child Sex Abuse
A teacher in a haredi Talmud Torah school in Beitar Illit was charged
today with a series of child sex abuse charges.
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Haredi Teacher Indicted For Serial Child Sex Abuse
Shmarya Rosenberg • FailedMessiah.com
A teacher in a haredi school in the haredi West Bank settlement of Beitar Illit was charged today with a series of child sex
abuse charges, Walla! News reported.
Thirtytwo year old Aharon Shlomo Leeson (the name may possibly also be spelled “Lison”) is accused of committing
indecent acts on three minors at a Talmud Torah in the haredi settlement. The abuse allegedly began in 2009 and
continued through this year.
In one case, Leeson allegedly asked a student to help him straighten up a storage area at Leeson’s residence. At one point,
Leeson allegedly locked the shed and asked the student to sit on his lap. Then Leeson allegedly began to sexually stroke the
boy’s body.
In two other incidents, one in a haredi synagogue and one in a mikvah (ritual bath), Leeson also allegedly molested the
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child.
In another case, Leeson allegedly hugged another boy from behind and then dropped his hand lower and fondled the the
boy’s genitals.
In a third case, Leeson allegedly asked a boy to come to Leeson’s house to help him clean the house for Passover. Once there,
Leeson allegedly hugged the boy and rubbed the boy’s genitals. From 2012 to 2014, Leeson allegedly frequently asked the
boy to come to Leeson’s home to help or for tutoring. Once there, Leeson would allegedly hug the boy, pat his cheeks, put
the boy on his leg and fondle touch his feet.
The prosecution asked the court to order the teacher remanded until the legal proceedings against him are completed.
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I wonder how this came to anyone's attention? Betar Illit is a 100% frumma community and it would be extremely unusual to go to the
police.
Posted by: David | November 26, 2014 at 02:04 PM
Thanks for the info, but is there any sign that what occurred wasn't consensual? Maybe he loved these boys. A synagogue is the wrong
place, but I don't feel consensual sex is harmful or should be illegal. It doesn't protect a young person to say he or she cannot consent to
intimacy. To refer to consensual sex, if that's what occurred here, as "sexual abuse" is a perversion of language, and it's propaganda in the
form of loaded words. This is what government does: Possessing a plant becomes "trafficking narcotics", and the media usually echo these
propagandistic phrases without question. If it wasn't consensual, that's what should be illegal, not someone's age. No one should be locked
up because of who they love, no matter how much some may choose to hate that love. We locked up and chemically castrated "deviant
homophiles" not too long ago. Now, society has shifted its hate and fear to a new bogeyman. It's a big, complicated issue, and I could go on
and on, but take a look at this guy's stuff instead: http://www.shfri.net/mech/mech.cgi
Be blessed.
Posted by: Ron S | November 29, 2014 at 08:05 PM
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Your comment could not be posted. Error type:
Your comment has been posted. Post another comment
The letters and numbers you entered did not match the image. Please try again.
As a final step before posting your comment, enter the letters and numbers you see in the image below. This prevents
automated programs from posting comments.
Having trouble reading this image? View an alternate.
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